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HOW TO READ THIS BOOK
Like a stroll through someone’s house, feel free to browse through this book and read any section here or there
that catches your eye. There is no need to read the book from one end to the other because I have organized the
stories by topics rather than by chronology. By reading bits and pieces of my stories, I hope to provide a glimpse of
our daily life and our practical and creative responses to the everyday life challenges we faced.

To all my friends with whom I shared
the adventures of these years in
Dacca and especially to my husband,
Daniel C. Dunham, who made this
time so meaningful and memorable
with his humor and common sense.

These memoirs are organized into five volumes. Volume 1 describes how we settled into our life in Dacca and
how we set up our house and servants. Volume 2 includes a chapter on each member of the family and what our
primary occupations were. Volume 3 talks about our Social and cultural life outside our primary activities and the
many projects we did. Volume 4 describes our travels including our outings, our vacations and our home leaves.
Volume 5, addresses the large-scale hazards we faced during the 1960’s including cyclones, diseases and wars.

BENGALI WORDS
Much of my use of Bengali words throughout these texts may seem incorrect to a native Bengali speaker. However,
this is intentional. I am attempting to represent the playful way Dan and I transformed the language into our own
family patois. For example, to express pluralization of a noun we would simply add an ‘s’ or ‘es’ to the end of it
as is done in English eventhough this is incorrect in Bengali. Hence, when we wanted to say the plural of cat we
said ‘birals’ instead of ‘biral gulo,’ and for ‘things’ we said ‘jinishes’ instead of ‘jinish gulo’. Throughout the texts
I have noted with an asterix whenever I use our family patois instead of the correct Bengali form. Furthermore,
my transliteration of the Bengali vowel sounds may also seem atypical because I seek to approximate how the
vowels sound in English. I omit indicating the nasalization of vowels when this occurs, and the retroflexive quality
of certain dental consonants. The “h” following a consonant indicates a concurrent breath sound, as in “bhari”
(b-hah-ree).

PLACE NAMES & SPELLINGS

SPECIAL THANKS
There are a number of people I want to especially thank for helping me to transform my eight
Dacca scrapbooks of letters, photos and souvenirs into this set of printed volumes which are
now much easier to share with family, friends and the public. Daisy Aziz, our long time family
friend and descendant of our Dacca landlord, devoted many hours helping on a variety of tasks
including scanning the original scrapbooks and being on call to transliterate Bengali words. Our
friend, Ellen Lohe, spent a good portion of her summer with us patiently proof reading the first
drafts and gave valuable editing comments and advice. To Fatima Terin and Adnan Morshed, I
am gratefull for their appreciation of my family’s Bengali patois as they helped with the Bangla
translations for this latest 2019 edition. I’m also indebted to my daughter, Katherine Dunham, for
her work with the organization and layout of the contents and her perseverance in getting this
project done over the years that we have worked on this together.

Names of some cities in India or their spelling changed after Indian Independence in 1947; e.g. Bombay to Mumbai,
Madras to Chenai, Calcutta to Kolkota and Dacca to Dhaka. In the latter two examples the changes represent a
more correct transliteration. Although the British “raj” included outstanding linguists, government practice was
more casual. I generally have chosen to use the names and spellings that were used during the time (1960s) that
we were living in Dacca.

PEOPLE & ABBREVIATIONS
Throughout these pages you will see many names referring to friends, colleagues, and acquaintances some of
which will come up again and again. To learn more about these people, who played a significant role in our Dacca
life, you can refer to the Cast of Characters in the Appendix.
To facilitate the writing I have often used initials in place of our family names:
• DCD is Dan Dunham (my husband)
• MFD is Mary Frances Dunham (myself)
• KDD is Katherine Dunham (our daughter)
• CGR is Charles Raphael (my father)

TEXTS, PHOTOS & IMAGE CREDITS
Most of the photos from the 1960s shown in these volumes are taken by my husband, Dan. The sketches sprinkled
throughout the volumes were either done by Dan or me. The black ink sketches of Dacca scenes were all done
by Dan for the guide book I co-wrote called Living in Dacca. The images of letters, news clippings and other
memorabilia were scanned from my archives of documents collected between 1960 and 1968. I have also included
in these volumes a number of texts from friends such as Pat Hill, Bob Mayers and Peggy Azbill.
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�াম ছাড়া ঐ রাঙা মা�র পথ
�াম ছাড়া ঐ রাঙা মা�র পথ
�াম ছাড়া ঐ রাঙা মা�র পথ
মনরাঙা
ভ�লায়
�র ।পথ
�ামআমার
ছাড়া ঐ
মা�র
আমার মন ভ�লায় �র ।

Ah, the red red road,
the run-away road of the village,
lures my mind away.
It stretches its arms
ওের কার পােন মন হাত বািড়েয় লু�েয় যায় ধ� লায় �র ॥১॥
out to the far distance,
য আমায়
েররহাত
বািবা
হheart
রিড়
কেেয়রrolls
,লু
পা
েয় �ধরের॥১॥
_
ওেওর �কার
পােন ঘ
মন
�েেয়
য়_পা
যায়েয়ধ�পা
লায়
and
my
away
ওও�য�য�ক
েড় আমায়
িন
যায়
র �কা
েয়ের�র_ ।
dust.
পােয়�_পা
েয়ন্পাচ�েলা
য়ধ
আমায়
ঘেররwith
বােয়
িহits
র
কred
ে�রর, যায়

ওও
�য��যকা�ক
ন্েড়
বঁােআমায়
ক কী ধন
েব�, র�কা
ন্খ�রােন
কীন্ দায়
িনে�য়দখা
যায়
যায়
�কা
চ�লা�েঠ
য়কা
�রেব। _

Out of the home
it seduces me.
�কাথায় িগেয় �শItষsolicits
�মেল �যme,
�ভেবalas,
ই না ক�লায় �র ॥২॥
at every lagging step.
It runs away with me
and leads me on to where,
I do not know.

�শধন
ষ �ম�দেল
েবন্ইখনা
লায়
�র �॥২॥
ও �য�কা
�কাথায়
ন্ বঁিাগ
েকেয়কী
খা�েয
ব,��ভকা
ােনক�কী
দায়
ঠকােব _
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DISCOVERING DACCA’S
HINTERLANDS
“Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe,”
one of our typical
picnic excursions in the
countryside. This one
in 1963 with Jock, Hugh
Murphy and others.

Land travel being as arduous as it was in Bengal, meant
that most foreigners arrived in Dacca by air. For many
of them, that initial aerial view from the plane might
be the only exposure they would have to the Bengal
countryside. I remember the first time I saw the “real”
world that lay beyond the edges of Dacca city. The
sight of vibrant green paddy fields stretching to the
horizon in all directions was a revelation to me. Ever
afterwards, I enjoyed hearing the gasp of pleasure from
other foreigners when I accompanied them on their first
journeys out of the city.
Later they would discover the rivers large and small
presenting their own scenic beauty with a variety
of boats dotting their surface. Another feature was
known as “Jungle,” expanses of densely crowded wiry
short trees with no relation to the verdant tangled and
lofty tropical forests of my childhood populated by
“Tarzan” or Kipling’s stories. “Jungle” meant simply a
rather uninteresting wilderness, but one where wilder
beasts such as jackals and snakes might dwell.

PICNICS IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
“Oh, my country, so full of flowers;
At dawn I see a scene of crimson
sparkling;
In this field a cow is grazing,
where does the river
Get lost in the heart of what sea?”
First four verses of “Amar Desh”
[Kochi Kotha, p.59]

During our second winter, when the dry and cooler
season set in, we discovered the pleasures of picnicking
in the countryside. We often went with friends, taking a
car or two with drivers, and our picnic lunch, to explore
different areas outside of Dacca. We always looked
for a scenic spot to eat our lunch but It often proved
challenging to find a tree to shade us that wasn’t a
Hindu shrine or a home to snakes. Inevitably, within
minutes of laying out our blanket and sitting down, we
would be surrounded by a crowd of curious villagers.
Dan would enjoy engaging them in conversation in his
own personalized style of Bengali. The villagers were
usually so amused by his efforts that they were not
offended when he asked them to step back a bit to give
us some space. One time, he went so far as to draw a
circle in the dirt around us to define a boundary line for
them to stand behind.
PAT’S DESCRIPTION OF THE “ONLOOKERS”
[P. Hill, Moon Bazar, p.32]

A student picnic with Jack
Yardley and Zahiruddin.

P Hill - Moon Bazaar p32 - ONLOOKERS.pdf
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EPUET STUDENT PICNIC TO
SONARGAON

|5

BOAT OUTINGS

Having heard about some of our excursions, Dan’s
architecture students thought it would be fun to try a
picnic themselves and invited us with some of the other
American teachers. They decided to take us to the
historic site of Sonargaon, the ancient capital of Bengal,
outside of Dacca. Zahiruddin, who later became the
Dean of the Architecture school, was with us on one of
these picnics as seen in the photo.

The solution to getting more privacy on our picnics
we discovered was to have them on water instead of
land. We would hire a country boat, first bargaining
with the helmsman about the fee and time period, and
then we would board it with our picnic provisions and
let him take us wherever he chose. We would usually
head north on the Buriganga (Old Ganges) River toward
Mirpur town (now part of Dacca proper). We were
often quite a spectacle to the river folk when we passed
by, especially when we would jump into the water
for a cooling swim. Sometimes during the monsoon
season, when islands were submerged, we could dive
off of tree limbs to our pleasure until the boatman
cried “Shap!” (snake). Dan was perhaps the first of our
contemporaries to make use of country boats for this
kind of pleasure excursion. We even held Peggy Azbill’s
birthday party on one such outing, with her name
written out across the sail.

O! Maji-Bhai!
“Oh! Bortherboatman!”

My letter
describing the
student field trip
to Sonargaon and
the delay on the
road coming back.
[MFD letter to
Peggy Azbill,
11/09/1966]

1966-1109 MFD to Peggy p4 day trip.jpg
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BOAT OUTINGS cont.

MFD sketch
PAT’S DESCRIPTION OF COUNTRY BOATS
[P. Hill, Moon Baza, p.44]

PAT’S DESCRIPTION OF THE RIVER LANDSCAPE
[P. Hill, Moon Baza, p.16]
P Hill - Moon Bazaar p44 - local boat travel - 10.pdf

MFD sketch

“You’d think we were
a thousand miles from
civilization,” Dan murmured,
“Actually it’s about seven
thousand.”

P Hill - Moon Bazaar p116 - village picnics - 10.pdf
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BOAT OUTINGS cont.
A DAY TRIP ON THE LAUNCH WITH FRIENDS (1963)
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BOAT OUTINGS cont.

CHAPTER 10: NOT FAR AWAY

DAY TRIPS INTO THE OUTSKIRTS OF DACCA
66]

[MFD diary entry 02/06/19

A visit to
Demrai
(Dhamrai) by
boat where
Katherine
accidentally
came upon a
guru ...

Peggy Azbill’s birthday party on a local
sail boat with her name written out
across the sail

“Dan by this time
had taken to riding
on top of the ... car
and this of course
attracted much
attention and
amusement from
the surrounding
populace ... He
would lie on his
stomach with
his body almost
completely cover
ing the back of the
car ...”
rai outing p2a.jpg

1966-0206 MFD about Dem
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“FORGOTTEN” RUINS
Ahmed Hasan Dani, in his history of old Dacca, mentions
“forgotten ruins” not far from Dacca, in Vikrampur, a
former capital of Buddhist and Hindu regimes in ancient
times. Dan was intrigued by Dani’s description of these
ruins set among magical ponds and mystical trees and
thought it would be fun to find them. Our friends,
including Jock Copland, Peggy Azbill, Hugh Murphy,
Roy Vollmer and Ann Werkheiser, were inspired by
Dan’s curiosity to organize weekend excursions with
us to go in search of the famed ruins from Dani’s book.
Together, as a team, we enjoyed the adventure of
exploring new areas and not knowing what we would
find. We referred to our explorations as searches for
the “Forgotten Ruins.”
To get to the area where the ruins were located, took
about an hour by launch from Dacca to the village
closest to Rampal Lake. After disembarking at the
river ghat (dock), we would take off on foot through
the fields using Dani’s book initially as our guide. With
Dan in the lead, we hiked single file along the narrow
raised paths that divided the rice fields as we looked
for landmarks from Dani’s descriptions. On our first
trip, we failed to find anything and realized that Dani’s
directions, although detailed, were not accurate. On
our subsequent Forgotten Ruins expeditions we learned
to rely more on the villagers’ knowledge of the area
and its landmarks than Dani’s book. In time we found a
number of Dani’s forgotten ruins, but what was perhaps
more rewarding were the discoveries we made of our
own.

f

d p2 forgotten ruin.pd
1964-0608 dcd to mf
/08/1964]

[DCD letter to MFD, 06

SACRED TREE ON THE BANKS OF RAMPAL DIGHI
On the banks of the Rampal dighi, just as Dani
described it, we found the sacred tree “of which
fantastic stories are told” (Dani, Dacca a Record
of its Changing Fortunes, 1962, p262). We were
so thrilled with this find that we each took a tiny
cutting of its bark to keep as a good luck charm. In
later years, when we lived in New York, Dan would
take his sacred bark to his university exams for
good luck. Dan even insisted that Katherine use it
for luck on her tests at school.

| 13
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PEGGY AZBILL WRITING ABOUT
‘FORGOTTEN RUINS EXCURSIONS’
[02/16/1966, P.2]
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As we explored new areas Dan
would ask villagers if they knew
of any “kath murti” (wooden
statues) in hopes of being lead to
more “forgotten” treasures.

“ ... Not a hill in sight!”

| 15
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Peggy Azbill writing about Forgotten
Ruins excursions, p.2 02/16/1966

PEGGY AZBILL WRITING ABOUT‘FORGOTTEN RUINS EXCURSIONS’ [02/16/1966, P.2]

1966-0216 peggy azbil p3 - Forgotten Ruins.pdf
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My detailed description of how we found this 11th century Hindu
stele among other pieces of lost art in the village of Rampal
[MFD letter to Schemerhorn, summer 6/21/1966]

On one of our “Forgotten Ruins” outings we made an
accidental discovery of a valuable Hindu stone stele.
When talking with a group of villagers in a household
courtyard, we by chance happened to notice a large
flat, stele-shaped, stone serving as a threshold to a
doorway. On closer examination, we suspected that it
could in fact be the backside of a stele and asked if we
could remove the stone to see it better. The villagers
dug the stone out from the clay plinth in which it was
embedded and sure enough it was a stele sculpture
portraying the Hindu god Surja with accompanying
deities, almost three feet tall, and very heavy. They
told us that they had been using it as a washing board
before they turned it into their front door step. Being
good Muslims, it was understandable that the villagers
disdained the Hindu sculpture, but it was fortunate
that they thought to recycle it for their own utilitarian
household needs rather than destroy it.
The discovery of that first stele, whetted our appetites
for more. When we asked the villagers if they knew
of any other murti (images, sculptures) they might
have around they were happy and eager to show us
more. By the end of that day, Dan and Ann negotiated
successfully to buy the steles as well as a number of
other sculptures from the villagers. As part of the
bargain for the stele that we first saw, Dan was required
to come back at a later time with a brick layer to build
the villager a new door step, which he dutifully did.
With six men carrying the stele, and others helping with
the smaller art pieces we made the trek back to the
launch.
Once safe on board the boat, we had time to reflect
on our treasures. As far as we knew, no one in recent
times had made such valuable finds and there was
no precedent for the ‘legality’ of owning found art.
We knew that the pieces we found were worthy of
being protected as part of the national heritage of the
country. But at the same time, we knew that there
was no institution at that time in Dacca that we would
trust to value and care for the work. Being under a
Muslim regime, we especially did not trust the national
art museum in Dacca to recognize the value of our
Hindu sculptures as part of the cultural heritage of the
country. Furthermore, we unanimously distrusted Mr.
Enamul Haque, the head of the museum, and suspected
his greed lead him to corrupt and nefarious dealings.
We often joked that the museum acted more like a
gallery offering art for sale to the highest bidder than a
place of exhibition.

“... Ann, Roy, and I
set out early ... three
hours by launch from
Dacca to Katpotti,
small village and
wood depot before
Munshiganj. We
looked for more wood
carving on old doors
for sale but there was
none.”
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A STELE ‘STEAL’ cont.

“... Later one of our
rickshaw drivers
who had stuck to
us appeared with
a hand-size carved
piece of stone, the
first genuinely old
piece of art we had
come across. We
asked where it had
come from and he
said in the village
nearby there were
many more....”

“... Entering the
courtyard, Anne &
Roy immediately
spotted usually large
black slabs of stone
at the foot of two
of the steps of two
houses. We dug
a bit under them
and could feel they
were carved. Ann’s
newly acquired
archaeological soul,
Roy’s lust for objects
of the East and my
new interest, almost
paralyzed us with
disbelief..”

Ann Workheiser
examining the
stele
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A STELE ‘STEAL’ cont.

“... One block, both
stele shaped as
should be for temple
carvings, later
required 6 men to lift
it and took a good
many for us to turn it
over..”

“...As we cleaned ad
bargained with the
landlord who had
become more willing
to sell, villagers kept
appearing with more
and more small
carvings ...
... Finally the landlord
agreed to Rs. 150 in
cash and 3 steps for
one house, 4 for the
other.”

Me, cleaning off and examining one of the 11th century
steles that we discovered in Rampal. This one had been
turned over so that its flat back side had served as the
front door step to a house.

| 23
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A STELE ‘STEAL’ cont.

“... One young boy, well-dressed, who spoke a little
English, was especially charming and attentive to us
and brought us water from the pump which he said
was near his house.”

“... We hurriedly nicknamed the
pieces amongst ourselves as
we discussed them according
to their most obvious or perfect
features “Steps” = steles, “Feet”
= a fragment with three pairs of
perfect feet and legs up to about
the knees, “Breasts” = an upper
torso, “Buttox” = a large piece
including legs up to the waist
whose backside was more carved
than the front, and so forth.”

| 25
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A STELE ‘STEAL’ cont.

“On the launch ...
a man across from
Ann who was from
the geology dept.. of
the University asked
in a hostile manner
what we intended to
do with the statues.
... we both felt
uncomfortable and
were eager to reach
Dacca and get out of
the public eye.”

“Finally Roy returned
with large woven
mats and with the
help of many hands
the large pieces
were wrapped and
bound like corpses...
We hired the coolies
proposed and got
four rickshaws.”

“... and then there
was still a man
demanding money,
the “ghat” tax for
leaving the goods
on the beach for 20
minutes we were
waiting for the
launch...”

“We were unable
to confer with each
other about the
next steps ... Roy
and Dunham had
promised to go to
dinner that night chez
Healys who were
entertaining the U.S.
reporter form the
West wind and the
editor of the Observer
which meant that
as well as being late
we had to be careful
about not telling of
our day’s find.”

“We suspected we
would have difficulty
getting the large
pieces into the U.S.
but we had each
become attached to
certain ones of the
small pieces.”
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A STELE ‘STEAL’ cont.

“if there were any
laws forbidding taking
out artifacts ... we
would have to limit our
smuggling instincts.
On the other hand, like
budding Elgins, we felt
we had saved these
pieces from oblivion and
destruction, and would
certainly loan or give
them to museums at
home if we could take
them out.”

Returning back to
Vikampur (Bikrampur)
with Wohab and the
contractor to build the
new steps as was our
agreement in return for
the stone sculptures

“More villagers had
been mentioning more
statues in their homes
if we cared to look.
... we did buy two
more, medium steles,
well preserved, too
beautiful to resist.”
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A STELE ‘STEAL’ cont.

Enamul Haque,
the museum
curator “was
immediately
interested in
what we had. ...”

More on our
deliberations
regarding what
to do with our
treasures - to keep
them or declare
them ...
“... we chose to
tell the museum
rather than
the archeology
department ...”

“We showed our
keen interest in
art and history
and offered to
help him with
his museum ...
he would take
the seven pieces
which were due
him, that the rest
we could keep
on display in our
houses ...”
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A STELE ‘STEAL’ cont.

“For two weeks
we owned ... ‘The
world’s largest
and most valuable
private collection
of Palla sculptures’
and in a day we
lost it all, ...” to the
museum

1966-0621 MFD to Schemerhorn Forgotten Ruin - Shurja_Page_11.jpg

DACCA MUSEUM DONATION
Nevertheless, in spite of our misgivings, we eventually
decided to donate most of our found treasures to the
museum because it seemed the “right thing to do.”
However, we did keep the stele and some small items
knowing that they would most likely be safer in our
hands than left to Mr. Haque at the museum. Perhaps
this was a Lord Elgin-type excuse to justify removing
heritage art, but in our case, at that time in Dacca,
it seemed the best decision to make for the sake of
preserving the artwork.
We felt confirmed in our suspicions, when we saw
how eager Mr. Haque was to accept our collection
and assumed must have seen some personal gain
in mind. In our effort to legitimize the donation,
Dan required Mr. Haque to write a formal letter of
thanks documenting all the items we donated. Soon
after, when Ann Werkheiser donated some of her art
collection to the museum, she asked Mr. Haque if he
would write a thank you letter for her “just like the
one” he did for us. And sure enough, just as she had
requested, he provided her an exact copy of the letter
he wrote us itemizing our donations and addressed to
“Dear Mrs. Dunham”.

“The museum which completed its 53 year
looked like a dumping house of old relics.
Lack of space and preservation facilities were
only obvious. …”
[Daily Star, Monday Aug., 8, 1966 about the
Dacca Museum 53rd anniversary exhibition]
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OTHER VILLAGE EXCURSIONS
A swimming spot
where we (Dan, Hugh,
Peggy, Fran and other
friends) found a
perfect tree to jump off
of into the river.

EXPLORING RAJ BARIS
During our forays into the countryside around Dacca,
we would see abandoned raj baris, the mansions
of Bengali princes and zamindars of the British raj.
They looked uninhabited and in disrepair, but they
still displayed a modicum of dignity in their formal
architecture. These mansions were characterized by
an eclectic combination of European architectural
styles and were filled with European artworks including
sculptures, paintings and knickknacks. The elite who
built these mansions were displaying their wealth by
showing off their European tastes and connections.
Some of these raj baris came with legends of ghosts.
One bari we heard had a wall built down the middle of
its interior two separate two sides of a feuding family.

Fran Larkin surrounded by
the usual village crowds that
gathered abourn us.

Peggu Azbill playing with
Katherine on a raj bari trip
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EXPLORING RAJ BARIS cont.
BOGRA RAJ BARI

INSIDE BOGRA RAJ BARI

The raj bari at Bogra, was one of the largest in the
country and was one of the few that we had the chance
to enter. The Bogra raj bari was in the typical style of
Anglo-Indian Victorian architecture. Although the
architectural style was eclectic, combining Grecian
with European baroque features, the building was well
suited for the tropical climate with its high ceilings for
ventilation and thick walls for insulation.

I don’t remember how we got in, but once inside we
felt like Pip wandering around in Miss Havisham’s
cobwebbed splendor. We were in another world and
in another time from the Bengali culture we had come
to know. Chandeliers, Grecian sculptures of nude
women and European style paintings adorned every
room we saw. Rooms were crowded with finely carved
furniture, oriental carpets, heavy drapery framing the
doorways, crystal chandeliers and marble Grecian style
sculptures. Like other raj baris there was the skin of a
prize tiger on the floor. Displayed on the faded floral
patterned wallpaper of the rooms were elaborately
framed artworks and photographs, usually pitched
forward so that they leaned a bit into the space. On
every table and cabinet there were family photographs
in silver frames, showing gatherings at weddings, state
dinners, and scenes from travels abroad in Europe and
India. Sports trophies and souvenirs littered every table
and shelf. Years later, I could appreciate Satyajit Ray’s
film “The Music Room,” because of its setting in a Bogra
type Bengali raj bari.
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My letter to Peggy in which I mention (among other news) my
memorable tour for the US Ambassador’s wife of the Old City.
[MFD to Peggy Azbill, 11/09/1966]

TOURING THE OLD CITY WITH
MRS. LOCKE
Having been a part of the team that produced the first
guide book for Dacca, I was a natural choice when the
US Consulate in Dacca was looking for a tour guide to
show the US Ambassador’s wife the Old City while they
were visiting East Pakistan. But dreading the thought of
sitting in Dacca traffic all day in a consulate car, I agreed
to the task only on condition that I could conduct the
tour by rickshaw. This was not the norm for diplomatic
service so it took quite some negotiating on Dan’s
part to get them to agree. In the end, Dan was able to
convince the organizers that a rickshaw was the better
choice, especially if we were going to see the Old City.
A car in the Old City would be hampered by the narrow
streets and crowds of people. Whereas, in a rickshaw,
we would be able to get around much more easily and
she would be able to see much more from the open air
rickshaw back seat than the confinement of a car.

“All the boro loks*
decided to visit E.
Pakistan this week, ... “
“This last one [the
ambassador’s wife] I
was asked to take on
a tour of the old city
... I am still recovering
from the after thoughts
of what I put her
through....”

The day before I was to meet Mrs. Locke, Dan scouted
around to find two rickshaw wallahs* (one as a backup
in case there were problems with the first) who looked
healthy and whose rickshaws could be cleaned up
easily. To make sure they looked presentable enough
for Mrs. Locke, he bought new lungis and T-shirts for the
drivers and supervised the cleaning of their rickshaws.
When Mrs. Locke arrived at our pick up spot we were
relieved that she showed no hesitation at the sight of
the rickshaws and she cheerfully mounted one with me.
For our tour, I showed Mrs. Locke the popular sites of
the Old City, including the red fort, Dhakeswari Temple,
chowk bazar, the jewelry makers’ street, the Armenian
church, Sadar Ghat boat docks and St. Thomas Church.
When we went through the jewelry quarter, I was able
to show her the gold workers melting gold and what
the famous “pink” pearls looked like. It was hot and
the streets were crowded, but we were able to cover
all of these sights as we made our way along Islampur
Road from west to east. Although she saw plenty of
the hardships of Dacca on that day, the beggars and the
neglected buildings, crowded poorly lit shops and dirty
streets, she was not perturbed. I would have liked to
have known how what she saw of Dacca compared to
what she knew of Karachi, where she and her husband
were posted at the Embassy, but we never had much
time during that busy day to chat.

* This Bengali wording is from our personal family patois
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Dhakeswari Temple: perhpas
the original inspriration for the
“Dhaka” city name

4.10 NOT (VERY) FAR AWAY
(KHUB DURE NA)

খু ব +ের না

11

4.11 MORE FAR AWAY - MFD

MORE(ARO
FAR
DURE)AWAY
আেরা +ের *
(ARO DURE)

4.11 MORE FAR AWAY

(ALPO DURE)

অ0 +ের
4.12 VERY FAR AWAY

(ONEK DURE)

অেনক +ের
5

In front of the Shahbagh Hotel circa 1903

* This Bengali wording is from our personal family patois
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TRAVELING IN EAST PAKISTAN
PIA Folker propeller planes. I remember riding some
planes that were so old that we could see through
cracks in the floor of the plane the ground below.

A trip anywhere in the country during the 1960s
entailed numerous modes of travel including a
combination of at least two or three of the following:
train, boat, bus, car, bike and foot.
Typical roadside scenes

Typical river scenes

PAT WRITING ABOUT TRAVELING IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
P. Hill, Moon Bazar, p.37]

P Hill - Moon Bazaar p37 - travel to village 10.pdf
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GOING WITH DAN ON A WORK
TRIP TO RAJSHAHI
For one of Dan’s important project meetings, he invited
me to go with him to Rajshahi. I was delighted to
go, having not had many opportunities at that early
time to travel outside of Dacca. However, the trip to
Rajshahi turned out to be quite stressful because we
were carrying Dan’s delicate architectural model with
us while we navigated a number of different transport
modes including plane, train, bus, rickshaw and walking.
We experienced the typical problems, as I learned to
expect, with travel in Bengal: unexpected delays, long
waits, uncomfortable bus seats, numerous switches
between modes of transport, etc. … but we managed to
make it to Rajshahi with the model still in tact. While
Dan handled his meetings I was wined and dined by the
Vice Chancelor’s family in their magnificent mansion on
a cliff overhanging the Ganges River.

CHAPTER 11: MORE FAR AWAY
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Trip to Rajshahi to officially initiate the construction of one of Dan’s university buildings.
[MFD diary 04/29/1961, pp1-2]

How we were
graciously
hosted at the
VC’s house “a
magnificent
old Portugese
structure on a
cliff overhanging
the Ganges ...
a simplified
fortress, two
round towers,...”
The VC had nine
children

To protect the
model, “Dan had
drawn a picture
of a cobra on
the wrapping
to keep people
from touching it
but the air port
officials were
quite upset and
kept asking if
there really was
a snake inside...”
Getting back to
Ishurdi airstrip:
uncomfortable
bus ride - feeling
“like an animal
being taken to
the circus.”
The comfort
of the prop-jet
plane back to
Dacca
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH
WOHAB
I visited Hosnabad, where much of “our gang” came
from (Wohab, Cook and Theresa), on three separate
occasions: the first time with Dan in the winter of
1962-3, the second time, I went alone a few months
later in monsoon to see the famous boat races of the
annual Bais festival (see chapter 07) and the third time
I went with Dan in Feb 1965 to show off our new baby,
Katherine (see chapter 06).

Wohab’s house

[From my diary 1962 winter, pp.1-2]

We gp bearing gifts ....

Cook’s preparations
for the trip to
Hosnabad

Taking The Launch
and not knowing
where we were
going or for how
long.
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, p.3]
Riding first class on
The Launch.

Views along the
river

Transferring from
boat to pony

CHAPTER 11: MORE FAR AWAY
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, pp.4-5]
... The land was flat
as far as the eye
could see ...

Welcoming party ..
music, food, ...

... we reached a low
jungle forest ... it felt
good to ride through
the shady foot paths
...

Taking a rest ...
we crawled under
the bamboo vault
of one little boat,
Dan stretching out
to sleep, and were
softly gondola-ed
past the pretty
banks...
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, p.6]

Using the local
“toilet” ...

Having an audience
while using local
“toilet” ...

Going to Cook’s
house

CHAPTER 11: MORE FAR AWAY
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, pp.7-8]

“Wel-Come” to
Cook’s house

Music and food

Cook’s Christrian
community is one
of largest in the
country

Cook’s dinner for us

Music during dinner

Tea and sweets
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, pp.9-10]

Music performance

Breakfast

Going to market

Visiting the Christian
school / orphanage

Return to Wohab’s
house in the night

Cold evening,
spittoon provided as
chamber pot.
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, p.11]

Wohab’s school

Brother Hobart
shows us on a map
where Hosnabad is.

BAPTISM INTO VILLAGE LIFE
That first night, I slept with Wohab’s wife
on their family bed, while Dan and the
rest of their family were bedded down
somewhere else. I know they gave me
the wife’s bed because it was the best
option they had for me, but, nevertheless,
it was quite uncomfortable and sleeping
was a challenge. The bed consisted of a
mattress on top of a large board just like
ours at Hafiz Villa. But instead of a soft
kapok mattress like we had, theirs was
hard, lumpy and stuffed with coarse straw.
An army of ants attacked me regularly
throughout the night further hampering
my efforts to sleep.

Chat with Brother
Hobart about his
extensive knowledge
of the country

My feet are painted
with henna

I woke up in the morning to a cacophony of diverse sounds: a rooster’s repeating reveille
call, a baby crying, children laughing, pots and pans clanking. In the background, I could
hear the cackle and squawk of chickens and ducks and the occasional moo of a cow being
milked. Living in Dacca, I learned to accept as normal the morning sounds of adults
“cleaning their systems”: coughing, gargling, spitting, blowing their noses – however, in
the village setting these sounds were in much closer range than I was used to. Amidst that
chaos of sounds, I was in no hurry to rise.
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, pp.12-13]

Visit to the village
dignitary and
description of his
impressive house

Spending time with
the women folk
after Dan has left.

Lunch back at
Wohab’s

Spending time with
the Women looking
at photos, jewelry
and saris

Visit Cook’s house
again before Dan
departs for Dacca

Wearing a sari, I
am taken to see the
compound next door
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.

One of the village
rituals I noted was the
daily scene of women
in pairs grooming
each other’s hair as
they checked for lice.
I suppose men must
have been concerned
about lice too but
I never saw them
checking for it.
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, pp.14-15]
Visiting the
neighboring
compounds

Wohab’s wife,
Hazera.

Holding the babies
...

Last night at
Wohab’s.
Very dusty

Visiting more
neighbors

Visit to the weavers
potterers

Return to Wohab’s
house
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, pp.16-18]

Last dinner at
Wohab’s. Thinking
about the return
journey to Dacca

Last morning at
Wohab’s.
Distributing presents
.

Last visit to Cook’s
house.
Description of the
compound in its
usual state.

Last night’s sleep
in the village and
sharing the bed with
Kotban

The beautiful house
of Cook’s brother
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, pp.19-20]

Last dinner at
Wohab’s. Thinking
about the return
journey to Dacca

Distributing more
gifts at Cook’s house

The trip back to
Dacca

Boat

The last meal before
saying good bye
Walking to the
launch

The good byes
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, p.21]

The village scenery
and landscape along
the walk to the
launch

The launch ride back

CHAPTER 11: MORE FAR AWAY
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VISITING HOSNABAD WITH WOHAB cont.
[From my diary 1962 winter, p.22]

Arrival back in
Dacca and baby taxi
ride home

Already looking
forward to visiting
Hossnabad again ...

I still remember
to this day the
magical sound of
the flute playing
in the still of the
evening across
the waters in
Hassnabad.

“At evening he sits by the house
Once more to play;
The heavenly tunes rise up to the void
And float away.”
[Jasimuddin, Field of the
Embroidered Quilt, p38]
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My letter describing the journey to Hosnabad from Dacca
[MFD letter CGR, 02/02/1965 pp3-11]

CHAPTER 11: MORE FAR AWAY
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SECOND VISIT TO HOSNABAD
Feb, 1965
After Katherine was born “our gang” was excited to
show her to their families back in Hosnabad. Without
Dan this time, I made the long trip by bus, boat and foot
to spend time again in Hosnabad.

Early morning bus
trip from Dacca to
Hosnabad:
views of the
countryside
landscape
“The country boat
ride is always so
peaceful and you
are so close to the
riverside activities brass pots, dishes ...
polishing, bathing,
children playing,
cattle being washed,
birds ... strange
forests of dried
twigs stuck near the
bank for catching
fish, ... always my
favorite place to be
here.”

nabad_Page_05.jpg

1965-0202 mfd to cgr p3-11 Hos

nabad_Page_11.jpg

1965-0202 mfd to cgr p3-11 Hos

One hour walk to
transfer to another
local boat ... “It is a
lovely walk through
village after village
with Hindu temples
with their wild and
brightly painted
statues. “
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HALUAGHAT WITH EMMY AND
PEGGY

“HOME” IS IN THE VILLAGE
PAT’S EXLANATION OF THE LOCAL MEANING OF ‘HOME’
[P. Hill, Moon Bazar, p.67]

P Hill - Moon Bazaar p67 - village basha bari - .pdf

When Emmy was staying with us in the winter of 1963,
I was pregnant with Katherine. I felt bad that my
bouts of morning sickness prevented me from showing
Emmy around. So when I was beginning to feel a bit
better, Dan and I decided to take her on an overnight
trip to Haluaghat in the scenic Assam foothills of the
Himalayas. Ordinarily this was the kind of excursion
Dan and I loved to take, but sadly I was not physically up
to the usual challenges and discomforts of Bengal travel
and the trip was difficult. I do, however, have fond
memories of the delightful scenery and the hospitality
of Sister Emanuel, the French nun who hosted us as
her guests at the at the Baromari mission hospital for
tuberculosis. There being no hotels in the countryside,
it was typical for Christian missions to host travelers.
We heard great praise from Pat Hill about Sister
Emanuel and her hospital so we were happy to have an
excuse to visit it when Emmy was with us. (see Pat Hill’s
description on next page).

I remember being greeted by the strong scent of a
tiger when we first arrived at the hospital after our
long journey from Dacca. Upon asking about it, one
of the nuns confirmed that indeed we were smelling
a tiger, one that had been captured and killed by the
local villagers just before we arrived. That was the first
indication to us of how difficult and risky the work was
of the sisters who devoted themselves to running the
tuberculosis ward of the Baromari mission. We were
especially impressed by the director, Sister Emanuel and
we loved hearing her stories about going to Calcutta to
deliver her home grown asparagus to Mother Theresa
in return for a western style toilet to take back to her
mission. Our friendship with Sister Emanuel lead to an
eventual job for Dan with Mother Theresa a few years
later for a school in Calcutta. We learned years later,
that Sister Emanuel died during the 1971 Bangladesh
War of Liberation when her jeep hit a land mind on one
of her Calcutta trips.
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HALUAGHAT WITH EMMY AND PEGGY cont.
PAT’S DESCRIPTION OF BOROMARI MISSION
[P. Hill Moon Bazaar]

Baromari
mission was in
site of the Indian
border. “Sister
Emmanuel, a
French doctor,
kept a little
hospital there ...”

P Hill - Moon Bazaar p206 - hospital Haluaghat Hospital.pdf

About Sister
Emmanuel’s war
background, “...
her vitality was
phenomenal ...”

Me, Dan, Fran Larkin, Emmy and Sister Emannuel with an assistant at Boromari Mission

Layout of
buildings at
Baromari
mission “made
hospital rounds
an athletic
exercise ...”

“Sister fought a
running battle
with the E.
Pakistani military
personnel who
were stationed
near the border.”

P Hill - Moon Bazaar p210 - hospital Haluaghat Sister Emanuel .pdf
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THE “ROCKET”
The “Rocket” was the name of the launch that did
the two-day journey from Dacca to Khulna and back.
It was a Bengali version of the old Mississippi River
steamboats, with its large paddle wheel that pushed the
boat gently and slowly along the river. It was one of the
few touristic pleasures available. From the high level
of the boat deck we could enjoy spacious views of river
life and the lush landscape of the rice fields beyond. As
the boat approached the southern delta of Bengal the
landscape transformed into the mangroves and jungles
of the Sunderban where by chance one might catch a
glimpse of the famed Bengal tiger. For a holiday retreat,
with a group of friends, we would sometimes, book the
entire first class deck of the launch and ride round trip
without getting off. The cabins were comfortable and
the meals exceptionally good – so it made a relaxing
two-day escape from the business of our Dacca lives.

Wide and wild is the river of life
with splendid playful waves
where three streams meet.
Each of the waterways
flows true to its course
but three together is a whirlpool
[Songs of the Bauls of Bengal,
translated by Bhattacharya, p.106]

We took my father on a Rocket trip during one of
his visits. The sight of the crowds where the Rocket
made short stops held my father spellbound. Most of
the people swarming on and off the ship, were men
carrying bundles on their heads and packages in their
hands. The men getting on jostled with those getting
off on the narrow planks that connected the ship to
the shore. The scene reminded my father of his days
with UNRRA during WWII distributing food off boats in
Greece. He remembered the crowds around him there,
but he said that it was nothing compared to the mobs
he watched thronging the Rocket’s landings.

The Mark Twain like vessel plying the main rivers between Dacca and Khulna was called “The Rocket”

The sight of so many people getting off and replaced by
so many getting on was spell binding.
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SYLHET TEA PLANTATION …
We had heard about the beauty of the tea plantations
in the Sylhet district and Dan had his first chance to
visit the area when he was working on his district thana
project. When Dr. Rashid, the Vice Chancellor of EPUET,
invited us for a weekend at his place in Sylhet, we were
delighted to accept. I remember it was a long but
pleasant journey by train to get there and how touched
we were that Dr. Rashid’s wife had gone a day ahead
to prepare for our arrival. The landscape of the tea
plantations was indeed beautiful. The bushes growing
tightly together and all trimmed to the same height
presented a carpet of green that looked like a National
Geographic illustration.
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RANGAMATI TRIP WITH PAT HILL
That trip turned out to be quite significant in that
Dan happened to meet the young, future Nobel prize
winning, Muhammad Yunus, who was working in
the region on a Ford Foundation funded community
project. No one at that time, would have predicted that
Yunus would go on to achieve world recognition for
his successful micro-banking system which he called
Grameen (village) Bank.

Pat Hill and I spent a week away from Dacca to trek
in the tribal hills of Rangamati (“red earth”) district
near Chittagong in the border zone with Burma and
India. The tribes of the region lived autonomously,
crisscrossing among the bordering countries without
regard for the established national boundaries. Partly
animist and partly Buddhist, these tribes have a
distinct culture of their own, and frequently come in
conflict with the predominantly Muslim culture of the
plains. The Chakma tribe was the largest and most
influential of the various tribes that lived in the region.

“No Englishman of
sensitivity who’s been
to India and loved
the hills can deny the
Hindu inspiration that
the gods lie in the hills
somehow.”
[Allen, Plain Tales of
the Raj, p.143]
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RANGAMATI TRIP WITH PAT HILL cont.
We stayed at the Catholic mission in Rangamati, in
the hilly region north of Chittagong, where we were
put up in simple wooden shacks. During our first day
we trekked along paths in the cool jungle surrounding
the mission, picking wild blossoms from the trees and
watching out for leeches that lived in the streams.
The next day we had the honor of meeting Tridev, the
king of the Chakmas, and his wives and their families.
It surprised me to hear him speak in formal “King’s
English” when he welcomed us and later I learned he
had been educated abroad. As he lead us to the houses
of each of his wives he introduced each of them to
us by saying “This is my wife number one.” And then
at the next house “This is my wife number two.” etc.,
each time with a proud chuckle. I felt like I was Anna
meeting the many wives of the King of Siam. Tridev
explained that the Chakmas were a “matriarchal
society,” and that the women held the power because
they held the purse strings. This was very unusual for
me to see having never seen a society where women
were in charge of all the important decisions.

Not speaking the tribal language we could not converse
but we did observe closely their beautiful ethnic
clothing, fabrics and household items such as hookah
pipes, water jugs, and wooden polished bowls and
spoons. I especially liked the women’s clothing which
was made up of a full length skirt of thick woven cotton
with a simple pattern of colored lines. Sometimes the
women were topless and some wore a thinner scarf
like fabric wrapped around their chest. I appreciated
getting to see one of the women weaving the traditional
cloth at a loom sitting on the ground (see my sketch).
We didn’t get to see Tridev’s “palace,” as he called it,
because it was too difficult to get to on it’s island at
the center of a lake. But Tridev did take us to a hill
from where we could view his “palace” humbly built
of bamboo and thatch. He told us the sad story of the
dam that would be soon be built on the Karnaphuli
River which would drown his island and his palace with
it. Little did I imagine, standing on that hill talking about
Tridev’s palace that one of his sister would stay with
us in New York a few years later during the Bangladesh
War of Liberation in 1971 (see our Princess and the Pea
story in chapter 16).
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RANGAMATI TRIP WITH PAT HILL cont.
My notes and observations about the
school we visited.

On the shores of the Megna River
Today I shall go to that place;
To where no one knows;
My boat will run ahead with the sail pulled tight.
[“River Life,” from Kachi Kotha,
Bengali primer for kids]
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4.11 MORE FAR AWAY

(ALPO DURE)

অ0 +ের

12

4.12 VERY FAR AWAY

VERY(ONEK
FAR
AWAY
DURE)
অেনক +ের *
(ONEK DURE)

5
12.1 TRAVELS
IN ASIA

12.2 HOME LEAVES

* This Bengali wording is from our personal family patois
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12.1 TRAVELS IN ASIA
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FORAYS INTO INDIA
A WEEKEND IN RANGOON
(Fall 1960)
During our first months in Dacca Dan and I had a chance
to fly to Rangoon for a weekend. We stayed in a hotel
that had once been a royal residence overlooking
a small lake. I remember the darkness of its rooms
which were lined in teak panels. During that short visit
we also got to see a remarkable house designed by
one of Dan’s classmates from the AA in London. The
house was literally a “tree house,” built on a platform,
up thirty feet in the air in the branches of a large
well-foliated tree. I remember noting how well it was
constructed, much better quality and craftsmanship
than anything we were getting for the renovation of our
Hafiz Villa. I also remember enjoying how open it was
with wood panels that opened up on all sides to the
surroundings. I couldn’t conceive of ever having such
an open living space in Dacca without attracting a crowd
of curious onlookers to watch us.

I had a number of opportunities to visit India while we
lived in Dacca. Sometimes I went as a tourist to join
friends or family when they had plans to travel in India.
Dan and I took a number of short trips to Calcutta when
Dan could spare the time. Rather than stay at the
Fairlawn or Grand Hotel, where most foreigners went,
Dan and I preferred a modest hotel off of Chowringhee,
near New Market because it was cheaper and close to
New Market. We did, however, appreciate the Victorian
splendor of the Grand Hotel and from time to time
would go there for a drink.

After seeing a few temples we spent much of our time
in the markets. We resisted the emerald stones and
rubies that Burma was famous for and bought things
we couldn’t get in Dacca, such as pencil sharpeners
(which Dan was in dire need of for his work) and good
quality cotton cloth. We also bought some beautiful
trinkets including a small wooden carving of an apsara
(goddess) and a set of lacquer-ware owls that fit one
into the other like Russian dolls.
To avoid the risk of being charged an import tax at
the Dacca airport for the bolt of cotton we bought
in Bangkok, Dan devised a way for me to “wear” it
through customs. After wrapping the fabric around me
several times, he secured the cloth to me with a wide
belt, which lent my outfit a touch of style. I remember
trembling with fear as I passed through customs, but no
one stopped us. Dan’s clever scheme worked.

INDIA & NEPAL WITH NANNO
(January 1961)
During our first months in Dacca, my childhood friend
from New York, “Nanno” (real name Ann Eristoff), and
her mother invited me to join them on a two-week sight
seeing tour in western Bengal and Nepal. We agreed
to meet in Calcutta and go by train to Benares, Sarnath
and Patna, before ending our trip in Kathmandu. It
promised to be an amazing introduction for me to India
and Nepal, but sadly I was struck by my first case of
dysentery from the start of the trip and suffered with it
during the entire trip.
Regardless of my constant discomfort, I loved the train
rides through West Bengal and Bihar. We spent two
days in Benares (Varanasi) where we had an amusing
boat ride with an eloquent boatman who explained,
in strong Indian-English, the sights of ritual bathing
and cremations. We enjoyed a peaceful interlude
communing with the sacred deer at the holy site of
Sarnath, where the Buddha lived. From there we
flew to Nepal in a plane with cracks in the floor large
enough to glimpse the mountain-scape below.

Nanno Eristoff in Benares in 1961

CALCUTTA
We stayed at the Grand Hotel in Calcutta and saw all the
sights of the city including the docks and Kali temple, as
well as two weddings.
[MFD diary, 01/1961 p3]
New Market in the 1950s
NEW MARKET:
We liked the architecture of New
Market and went there to shop for raw
silk, saris, hand soap, and cheese ... all
things we could not get in Dacca.

“... Calcutta Saturday Night Society gathering
at the bar and dining and dancing to the
persistent orchestra cum singer. The young
people were more elegant than any gathering
we had seen in Dacca and the whole scene
looked like the specter of New York. ...”

]

CALCUTTA STREETS
I remember on our first visit to Calcutta
feeling a bit shocked at the site of so
many local women on the streets. And
to see so many of them with their heads
un-covered. In Dacca we had gotten
used to the purdah customs that kept
women more our of sight.

[MFD diary, 01/1961 p3

cutta Kali temple.pdf

1961-0100 mfd journal p3 Cal
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INDIA & NEPAL WITH NANNO cont.
FIVE DAYS IN BENARES
We spent five days in Benares during full moon and during a time of festive
preparation for the Queen’s visit. We enjoyed the friendly service of The Clark’s
Hotel, saw all the temples, including Sarnath, Nerhu temple to Mother India, The
Golden Temple, The Monkey temple. We visited the university and a sari factory
where we watched the weaving.. We took boat rides on the Ganges to see the
“Burning Ghats” during the day and at night. The markets of the old town. By
luck we came upon a musical performance event at a shrine. We also were
impressed by our tour of the Raja’s Palace. We appreciated the beauty of the
ghats at dusk.

Boat ride up and
down the Ganges
to see the funeral
rituals at the
‘burning ghats’
“ ... the mourning
family ... the
pouring of the
water into the
dead body’s
mouth were
not only matter
of fact and
commonplace in
the midst of all
the other lively
activities, but
only added to
the lively spirit
that seemed to
pervade Benares
as a whole.”

The ritual bathing in the Ganges
in Varanasi, taken on my trip with
Nano and her mother

[MFD diary 01/1961]

1961 MFD India trip Vernasi.jpg

[MFD diary 01/1961 p.6]

“ spontaneous,
“living”, who
which I came
across at the
open entrance to
a shrine.”
All night
performance
of singing and
dance

“... first shopping
in India trying to
satisfy the long
list of saris I was
to bring back ...
Next time I will
know better than
to take orders.”
Evening tour
of the ‘burning
ghats’ by moon
light on a horse
drawn cart

1961-0100 mfd journal p7 Benares perf
ormance.pdf

“We didn’t
stay until the
end but as our
guide said, I was
indeed charmed
and could have
stayed all night.”
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INDIA & NEPAL WITH NANNO cont.
My letter to Dan describing our
unforeseen layover in Patna on our
way to Kathmandu from Benares
[MFD letter to DCD 02/05/1961]

Good memories
of Benares:
“many strange &
wonderful goings
on, religious
and otherwise,
temples, palaces,
and the Ganges
itself, and strange
and wonderful
people. Have
learned much
about Hinduism
& Indian
history...”

LAY-OVER IN PATNA

“My funds are perilously
low due to purchase of
many sarees and first class
travel so the rest of the trip
is looking a little grim.”

Meanwhile ...
Queen Elizabeth
II is visiting Dacca
... “I can’t make
out her route
at all except
she seems to
have caused
rain and no
accommodations
everywhere we
go.”

“Patna is raining and ugly
in contract to Benares, one
step from Paradise.”
1961-0205 mfd to dcd re Kathmandu trip p2.pdf

Arrival in Katmandu: “... we are in God’s country.
The scenery is exceptional and we are being
entertained by the Home Minister ...”
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INDIA & NEPAL WITH NANNO cont.
“Toured about by foot as much as possible during the city’s festive preparations
for the upcoming visit by The Queen. Saw all the ancient sights with help from
assigned guides. Met up with former acquaintance of Nanno’s mother, Mr.
Thapa ,who had become an important government minister. With Mr. Thapa
as our guide we were able to see a tremendous amount in three days. I had my
first view of Mount Everest on the flight back to Patna.”
[MFD diary 1961/01 p.10]

ARRIVING IN KATHMANDU
Flight into Kathmandu from Patna:
“We spent two rainy days in Patna where
we caught our flight for Kathmandu. The
flight scenery was dramatic as the plane
flew through the mountain pass.“

[MFD diary 1961/01 p.10]
0]

[MFD diary 01/1961 p.1

pdf

ht into Kathmandu w Thapa.

1961-0100 mfd journal p10 flig

KATHMANDU SIGHT SEEING
Our visit to Kathmandu was a unique experience thanks
to Nanno’s royal blood. Because the Eristoffs were
descendants of Russian royalty, we were treated like
royal guests of honor by the Prime Minister of Nepal
himself. We stayed at the best hotel (previously the
royal palace), which had luxury amenities such as
electric heaters in each room. His excellency turned up
early every morning, driving his own jeep, ready to take
us to his favorite haunts around the valley. In those
days, there were almost no tourists to disenchant the
magic of the temples in their mountain setting. Our
host was genial and his enthusiasm for the scenery
which, indeed, rivaled Switzerland, was contagious.
Sadly, however, I couldn’t show my appreciation as
much as I would have liked because I was still feeling ill.
Fortunately Nanno occupied his attention and he did
not notice my suffering.

hmandu w Thapa.pdf

1961-0100 mfd journal p13 Kat

“... After Dacca and India it was a long time
since I had seen so much wood. Temple roofs
were supported by large wooden beams carved
in the forms of dragons and strange beasts. ...”
“... it was impossible to take a bath but we had
learned to wash in a “tea cup” as Mrs. Eristoff
said one should be able to do. ...”
[MFD diary 1961/01 p.15]
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DARJEELING WITH FRIENDS
(December 1962?)

INDIA & NEPAL WITH NANNO cont.
THE UNCOMFORTABLE JOURNEY BACK TO
DACCA

For their Christmas holiday our Ford Foundation
friends, Fran Larkin and Mary Kefgen, decided to go
to Darjeeling, even though it would be cold there.
I thought that this might be my only chance to
experience this legendary resort in the Himalayas. I
remember that trip as being brutally cold. Although our
hotel provided electric heaters, unless we were right
next to them we had no warmth. Hence, we spent a
good part of our week sitting in restaurants which were
somewhat heated. One morning, before dawn, Fran
and Mary braved the trip by car to see the sunrise over
Kanchenjunga. I decided that I didn’t need to because
I knew about it already from the texts Professor Sharif
read me during my first Bengali lessons at the Shahbagh
Hotel.

By the time we returned to Calcutta, I was clearly
losing strength and getting sicker. Regardless of my
poor health, I couldn’t resist my desire to take the train
rather than the plane back to Dacca. Little did I realize
how arduous and tiring the journey would be. Whereas
the plane would have taken an hour, my journey by
rail required a series of trains and it was more than 24
uncomfortable hours before I reached Dacca.
During the train trip, I was relegated to the women’s
coach against my will. Having spent long hours trapped
among the women’s groups at Bengali weddings with
nothing to talk about but jewelry and clothing – I did
not look forward to being confined for many hours
to a women’s coach on the train. As it turned out, I
was the only occupant, except for the frequent visits
of a female customs officer who delighted in making
me open my suitcase while she rummaged through it,
enjoying a chance to see what foreign ladies traveled
with. Eventually I got rid of her by offering her my pair
of sewing scissors, which she had been eying.
The first of the many train switches on that journey,
occurred at the India/East Pakistan border crossing
where we had an interminable stop late in the cold
of night. All passengers were required to disembark
from the train with their belongings, passports, and
papers. We then passed through two sets of tedious
immigration reviews: one on each side of the border.
On the Pakistani side, we resumed the journey on a new
train, the first of a number of trains to get us back to
Dacca. At every large river crossing, I and all the other
passengers would have to descend, board a raft-like
ferry to the opposite bank, and wait for another train to
take us the next leg of our journey.
It was early morning by the time our train pulled into
Dacca’s old station. With no one to meet me, I took a
rickshaw home. When Dan saw me at our back door,
he said I looked “like a ghost.” After a few days, I
recovered my usual good health. It is perhaps thanks
to that first strong bout of illness that I gained some
immunity since I never suffered from dysentery again
during the rest of our seven-year stay in Dacca.
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VISITS TO DELHI WITH MY FATHER
I had two opportunities to see New Delhi for brief
visits when my father happened to be there for his
work. The first occasion, was for an ecumenical
gathering of Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox prelates
that my father was invited to attend. At that time,
because my father was a lawyer for the New York Greek
Orthodox church, he was asked to join the Archbishop
Athenagoras’s entourage to Delhi. We had rooms in the
Ashoka Hotel, the newest and most elegant of the Delhi
hotels in those days. Sitting with my father among the
prelates at breakfast, I remember feeling proud of him
and laughing to myself at the thought of the Bengali
expression: “Onek shonnashi gajon noshto” (“too many
holy men spoil the festival”). While my father attended
meetings, I explored the main avenues of central Delhi,
where I splurged on textiles and outfits that I could
bring back to Dacca.
The second time I went to Delhi was in the winter of
1962, when my father was there for the world meeting
of the “International Commission of Jurists” of which
he was a member. We stayed again in the Ashoka Hotel
and I think that it was at this meeting that my father
shook hands with Prime Minister Nehru. Afterwards we
spent a lovely week in Kathmandu and that time I could
enjoy it without feeling ill.

I did, however, enjoy traveling around the area with
all the ups and downs of its mountain terrain. It was
a welcome change after the flatness of the plains of
the Bengal countryside. On these forays, I had my first
sight of the Tibetan refugees who escaped the Chinese
occupation of Tibet. I liked the Traditional Tibetan style
long dress that the women wore. It was a simple gown
made from stiff fabric in a dark color that looked to be
warm as well as stately.

Train to Darjeeling was
so small it was like
being on a toy train.

Windemere
Hotel

Windemere Hotel Darjeeling bw.jpg

BANGKOK WITH MOTHER D
(Spring 1963)
When Mother D came to visit us for the first time, I met
her in Bangkok where I stayed with her for a few days
before bringing her to Dacca. Nancy Tuckerman, our
travel agent did a fantastic job of arranging our flights
and having us met at the Bangkok airport. (Nancy later
became Jacky Kennedy’s personal secretary when JFK
was president).
During most of our short stay in Bangkok, I spent much
of my time shopping for Thai silks, books, LPs and office
equipment for Dan. Meanwhile, Mother D toured the
sights of the city. We also made time to visit a number
of friends, including Smaisart Sniduong, one of Dan’s
AA classmates and Rolf Kaiser, a Berger architect who
had worked in Dacca. We enjoyed a delicious Thai
dinner hosted by the Varavan family (a prominent local
architect). I was embarrassed at the start of the dinner
when I presented my gift of an LP (thinking it was an
appropriate gift for a cultured family) to find out they
did not have a record player.
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BANGKOK WITH MOTHER D cont.
My description of my
trip to Bangkok with
Mother D.
[MFD letter to CGR,
03/16/1953]

Visiting the
architecture
school
Giving an LP as a gift
to the Thai family
only to find out they
did not have a record
player ...

Shopping for
architectural
supplies

1963-0316 mfd to cgr p9 Bangkok.pdf

1963-0316 mfd to cgr p8 Bangkok.pdf
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BANGKOK WITH MOTHER D cont.
Shopping in
Bangkok ...

[MFD letter to CGR, 03/16/1953]

Visiting the oldest
house in Bangkok

Eating
separately from
Mother D

My room at the
Oriental Hotel
and the good
service
Shopping in
Bangkok ...

1963-0316 mfd to cgr p12 - Bangkok shopping.pdf
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CALCUTTA & DARJEELING WITH
EMMY
(January 1964)

VISITING BUILDINGS FROM EMMY’S
CHILDHOOD IN CALCUTTA

TRACING EMMY’S ROOTS IN CALCUTTA &
DARJEELING
When Emmy came to visit us the winter I was pregnant
with Katherine, I was eager to take her to Calcutta to
explore her childhood growing up there. Emmy’s father
had been an important figure in Calcutta during preindependence times. He had managed a prestigious
department store, financed the building of a school and
received an honor for his role in transferring finances
from India to Britain. Emmy still had memories of her
childhood in Calcutta – enough to establish an itinerary
of places to see.
We visited the maidan, where Emmy and her sisters
used to ride in their open carriage wearing their
large sun bonnets. She was especially pleased to
walk around Eden Gardens where she had so many
childhood memories. Like finding the final treasure on
a treasure hunt, I was pleased when Emmy recognized
the Hathaway department store building, which her
father had managed and where her family spent a lot
of time. It had a prime location across the street from
the Raj Bhavan, the mansion of the British viceroys
when Calcutta was the British capital of India. Sadly,
the Hathaway building was in bad condition, with
decaying stucco facades covered in billboards and signs
advertising the various offices that occupied its interior
including the Times of India. Above the main entrance,
written in large but crumbling letters, it was still possible
to make out the name “Hathaway.” We tried to explore
the interior of the building, but on reaching the second
floor we found that it was all subdivided into grungy,
small offices the sight of which saddened Emmy too
much want to see more. Afterwards, we passed Bow
Bazar and I remembered fondly how she used to imitate
the way the “CheeChee Bow Bazar” English which the
Anglo-Indians spoke when they shopped there.
Next on our treasure hunt, we found the Sunday school
that Emmy’s father had built with his name still clearly
legible in the cornerstone. It was located in the heart
of Calcutta, on Dharamtala Street (now Lenin Street)
next to the church that Emmy’s family had regularly
attended.

Entrance to the Raj Bavan, across
the avenue from Hathaways
(Emmy’s father’s store)

The church in Calcutta that
Emmy’s family attended

The original Laidlaw & Hathaway
Department store in Calcutta, that
Emmy’s father managed 1930s

Cornerstone of the school
that Emmy’s father helped
to establish. The school was
associated with their church.
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CALCUTTA & DARJEELING WITH EMMY cont.
[MFD letter to CGR, 03/18/1964]

“Emmy seems to
be more tired ... I
don’t blame her if
she is getting a little
homesick for her
cottage ...”

In this letter
to my father I
describe this trip
to India with
Emmy which I
took when I was
pregnant with
Katherine

Getting to Calcutta
from Dacca was not
easy:
“Because of the
number of Hindus
migrating to India, it
was rumored there
would be no space on
the plane ...”

1964-0318 mfd to cgr Emmys Calcutta p2.pdf

1964-0318 mfd to cgr Emmys Calcutta p3.pdf

Hugh got us a
seat on the flight
to Calcutta “... by
telling PIA I was
‘grosse’ and could
not take the wait in
Calcutta ... so I guess
there are some
compensations for
my condition.”

1964-0318 mfd to cgr Emmys Calcutta p1.pdf

“We found her
ancestral home
...” and other
childhood
places
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CALCUTTA & DARJEELING WITH EMMY cont.
[MFD letter to CGR, 03/18/1964]

Describing the
poor condition
of the places
we found
from Emmy’s
childhood
“We could just
make out ... in
fading paint
the name of
Frances, Harr &
Hathaway, the
only remaining
proof.”

“Now the
windows and
verandas are
derelict and there
are poor families
living in the
back.”
Description of
the building as
Emmy’s father
had designed it
originally

Emmy “was born
on Lindsay Street
which bounds
one side of New
Market...”

1964-0318 mfd to cgr Emmys Calcutta p4.pdf

“I feel I have
accomplished a
mission even if
she doesn’t...”

1964-0318 mfd to cgr Emmys Calcutta p5.pdf
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CALCUTTA & DARJEELING WITH EMMY cont.
DARJEELING THROUGH EMMY’S EYES
When we were finished revisiting Emmy’s past in
Calcutta, we took a train to Darjeeling, the British “hill
station” closest to Calcutta, where her family used to go
on vacations. Other than the presence of the Tibetan
refugees around town, Darjeeling hadn’t changed much
from her day. At the cemetery, Emmy recognized the
names of children she had known who had died in
one of the many avalanches she remembered hearing
about.
As we passed through Kalimpong on our way out
of Darjeeling, Emmy was pleased to see that “Dr.
Bernardo’s Home for Boys” was still functioning, which
her family had supported.

A WEEKEND TRIP TO CALCUTTA
FOR A “MUSIC CONFERENCE”
(March 1965)
The one time I went to Calcutta on my own was to
attend an Indian Classical music event there, which
turned out to be a turning point in my life. Friends
of ours (the Lindenbaums) had tickets they could not
use to the event and offered them to me. I was eager
to go because I was curious about the music – not
hearing much of it in Dacca – and I knew this would
be an invaluable introduction. The event included the
best musicians in India and lasted over a weekend with
performances nonstop around the clock for the entire
time. Like the rest of the Indian audience (I was the
only foreigner), I didn’t leave the concert hall except to
get a drink or snack during the entire weekend.

The trip for me was memorable because it gave me
living proof that Emmy had been in Calcutta as a child.
But for Emmy, the sight of her family places in such run
down condition was perhaps more depressing than
nostalgic.

During the first hours, I sat mesmerized by a kind of
music new to my ears. I began to understand how
the music was organized and could begin to recognize
structures and melodic modes. I took notes and
gradually became familiar with some of the terminology
and how the whole audience reacted with nods of
approval, and groans of contentment. The music so
inspired me that when I got back to Dacca, I dedicated
myself to learning more about Indian classical music.
Eventually this interest lead me to pursuing a career in
Ethno-musicology: getting a Masters from Columbia,
giving guest lectures on Indian classical music, writing a
book with Ravi Shankar and publishing my own work on
Jarigan.

The Hills provided a brief escape from the
extremes of India’s climate and culture and something more: ‘No Englishman of
sensitivity who’s been to India and loved
the hills can deny the Hindu inspiration that
the Gods live in the hills somehow.’ ... “
[Allen, Plain Tales from the Raj, p.143]
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DCD’S TRAVELS TO PHOTOGRAPH
THE HISTORY OF ISLAMIC
ARCHITECTURE
To support his courses on the history of Islamic
architecture at EPUET, Dan made an epic trip through
North India, parts of the Soviet Union, and the Middle
East to photograph significant monuments of the
Muslim world. His journey started in Delhi and Agra
where he documented the famous Moghul architectural
sights including the Taj Mahal, among other Mohgul
mausoleums, Fatehpur Sikri, and the red forts. He
traveled into West Pakistan to document the ancient
civilizations of Taxila and Mohenjodaro. At Taxila, he
bought several pieces of Buddhist sculpture including a
stone sculpture of a standing Buddha, with feet missing,
and several stone Buddha heads from the Gandara
period. Afterwards, he went into USSR occupied
Turkistan where he had to accept the required Russian
escort to watch his every move. He managed to charm
his attendant enough to get access to a number of the
Muslim monuments that were rare to see at that time.
His photos of the mosque and other Islamic architecture
at Samarkand were well worth the troubles of the trip.
Dan did an excellent job of keeping careful records of
the photos he took and the history of the monuments.
A number of the monuments he photographed have
been destroyed or are no longer accessible. After his
death in 2000, I donated the entire collection of his
Islamic Architecture slides from that research trip to the
Library of Alexandria in Egypt.

12.2 HOME LEAVES
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OUR FIRST HOME LEAVE
(Fall 1961)
After our first year in Dacca, Dan and I took advantage
of Berger’s annual ‘Home Leave’ policy to come back
to New York in the fall of 1961. We used the home
leave trip as an opportunity to visit a number of other
places. I remember how much I enjoyed our layover
in Beirut. After a year in Dacca I appreciated the fresh
strawberries and the walks on the unpopulated beach.
Although we stayed in one of the best hotels, the rooms
seemed small to us because we had gotten used to
the high ceilings that were the norm in Dacca. After
Beirut we went to Munich where Dan put in an order
for my “tropical” weather harpsichord to be made
(See Chapter 5 for more about my harpsichord). From
Munich we went to Paris and then Le Havre where we
boarded The France to make the ocean crossing to New
York. We preferred to make the ocean crossing by ship
rather than take the first class air travel tickets that
Berger offered.

PAT’S ADVICE TO ME ON WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN ON HOME LEAVE TO THE USA
[P. Hill letter to MFC, 06/09/1964]

We took The France from Le
Havre to New York

NOT QUITE FITTING IN ...
In New York we stayed at my father’s apartment on
86th Street and at “Uplands,” his new home on Long
Island that Dan had designed. We spent time with
good friends, but in a general we found that fitting into
my father’s New York social life was trying. On the one
hand, it was difficult for us to explain our Dacca lives to
people who had never been to Asia nor wished to go.
We felt flummoxed trying to describe the environment
of Dacca: its streets filled with colorful rickshaws and
wandering cattle, or the dynamism of the crowded Old
City to people who had never traveled outside of the US
and Europe. And on the other hand, it was difficult for
us to understand or take an interest in the lifestyles and
choices we saw people around us making in New York.

1964-0609 to mfd from Pat Hill

p1 HOME LEAVES.pdf

Pat also provided advice
about how to prepare for
Katherine’s birth and ayah
needs back in Dacca.
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HOME LEAVE SHOPPING LISTS
On the whole, our visit back to our homeland was not
very relaxing. I felt perpetually rushed because I had
such a long list of items to bring back. Men (including
our servants and Dan’s office workers) mostly requested
transistor radios and watches. But Mrs. Rahman’s list,
gave me a lot of stress because it was very long and she
was the wife of Dan’s boss. I was particularly perplexed
by her request for American bed linens, given that
Bengal was known for its fine muslin (called mul mul).
But perhaps she desired the prestige of a JC Penney
name tag. I took the gift lists very seriously and let
them consume most of my time. But on following trips
home, I learned to be more selective and to use my
time better to enjoy the things that I liked to do.

KATHERINE’S BIRTH IN NEW YORK
(Summer 1964)

[DCD letter to MFD 08/23/196

2]

I went to NYC in spring to prepare for Katherine’s birth.
I traveled to NYC via Cairo. Dan joined us in NYC after
Katherine’s birth. The three of us returned to Dacca
on The Vulcania to Naples, then drove to Sicily, ferried
to Athens, and flew back to Dacca. (See Chapter 6 for
more on this home leave)
1962-0823 dcd to mfd sketch

[MFD letter to Jock Coplan 11/06/1964, p.1]

of Priveleges.pdf

[MFD letter to DCD]

Dr. Gray, one of Dan’s
Berger, bosses in the
USA, confirming that
MFD should not worry
about the USAID
living requirements
and should feel free
to reject them and
continue to focus her
interests on getting
to know Pakistanis
rather than adjusting to
American ways.

Dr. Gray trying to relieve
me of the responsibility I
feel to bring back desired
items for Pakistanis
from the US (especially
regarding Mrs. Rahman’s
extensive list of requests)

Since no one knew
the name of our
ship anyway, Dan
liked to joke that
we were returning
on the Lusitania
(the boat sunk by
the Germans in
WWII).

Our travel itinerary
on the Vulacani and a
description of the ship

Dressing for first class
dining on the Vulcania

1964-1106 mfd to Jock - Vulcania p2.pdf
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KATHERINE’S BIRTH IN NEW YORK cont.

We traveled first class with Katherine as a
new born on the Mv. Vulcania Ocean Liner
from New York to Naples.

[MFD letter to Jock Coplan 11/06/1964, p.2]
Entertainments on
the ship

Worn down
conditions of the
cabins ...
Baby sitting for
Katherine by a blond
Italian girl
Dan saw all the
movies
Good rest and good
food
1964-1001 Vulcania boat - MFD + DCD on stairs.jpg

Got off the ship at
Palermo and rented
a car to drive to
Paris, site seeing
along the way.
Visiting friends in
Paris

A cold week in
England: dan in
London and me
and Katherine with
Emmy

Long flight on
Quantas back
to Dacca from
London
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HOME LEAVE SUMMERS AT UPLANDS
(1961, 1962, 1964, 1965)
FINISHING TOUCHES ON UPLANDS
Much of my time during these first
home leaves was spent helping my
father furnish Uplands, his new house
on Long Island which Dan had designed.

HOME LEAVES
1960 - Fall: Dan and I move to Dacca
1961 - Fall: Home Leave #1
Traveled through Beirut, then Munich, to order the spinet then went to Paris. Took The
France ocean crossing, from Le Havre, to New York City. Spent time in NYC, Uplands
and Florida visiting Mother D. Dan returned to Dacca via Munich to pick up the spinet
I stayed on in New York two more months, fretting about fulfilling shopping requests
from Pakistani friends.
1962 - Summer: Home Leave #2
1964 - Spring: Home Leave #3
I went to NYC in spring to prepare for Katherine’s birth. I traveled to NYC via Cairo.
Dan joined us in NYC after Katherine’s birth. The three of us returned to Dacca on The
Vulcania to Naples, then drove to Sicily, ferried to Athens, and flew back to Dacca.
1965 - Summer: Home Leave #4:
We celebrated Katherine’s first birthday at Uplands.
1965 - Fall: Indo-Pak Evacuation
Katherine and I were evacuated with Mother D to Manila. (See chapter 15)
1967 - Summer: Final departure
We leave Dacca and move back to New York

We celebrated Katherine’s first birthday
at Uplands in the summer of 1965. Hugh
Murphy visited us that summer as well.
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Evacuation time in Manila with Maris,
her baby son “Guslet,” me, one year old
Katherine and 84 year old Mother D
(See chapter 15 for this story)

